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Abstract

Suspicious emails are one big threat for Internet of Things (IoT) security, which aim to induce users to click and
then redirect them to a phishing webpage. To protect IoT systems, email classification is an essential mechanism to
classify spam and legitimate emails. In the literature, most email classification approaches adopt supervised learning
algorithms that require a large number of labeled data for classifier training. However, data labeling is very time
consuming and expensive, making only a very small set of data available in practice, which would greatly degrade
the effectiveness of email classification. To mitigate this problem, in this work, we develop an email classification
approach based on multi-view disagreement-based semi-supervised learning. The idea behind is that multi-view
method can offer richer information for classification, which is often ignored by literature. The use of semi-supervised
learning can help leverage both labeled and unlabeled data. In the evaluation, we investigate the performance of our
proposed approach with datasets and in real network environments. Experimental results demonstrate that multi-view
can achieve better classification performance than single view, and that our approach can achieve better performance
as compared to the existing similar algorithms.

Keywords:
Email Classification, Semi-Supervised Learning, Multi-View Data, Disagreement-based Learning, IoT Security.

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) represents a network of phys-
ical objects containing embedded technologies to sense,
communicate and interact with their internal states or
the external environment through the Internet connec-
tions. With the rapid development of the Internet, send-
ing emails has emerged as an effective and essential
way to communicate within various IoT environments
for exchanging information. However, due to the rapid
increase of IoT devices and nodes, spam or junk email-
s have become one annoying issue for Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) as well as a big threat for IoT securi-
ty [16, 57, 71]. These suspicious emails can cause var-
ious security and privacy issues if they are not timely

1A preliminary version of this paper appears in Proceedings of
the 13th IEEE International Conference on Trust, Security and Pri-
vacy in Computing and Communications (TrustCom), pp. 174-181,
2014 [18].

2Corresponding author, weme@dtu.dk

detected, i.e., spammers could send phishing content as
HTML mail, which can carry embedded malicious code
or can be enclosed with attachments that contain macro
virus. The goal of spam emails is to redirect recipients
to pre-built phishing websites that induce users to input
their credentials, or automatically infer and collect per-
sonal information [42, 47]. As a result, there is a great
need for an appropriate security mechanism to classify
emails and detect malicious content [24, 65].

In the literature, many supervised machine learning
algorithms have been studied to build an email clas-
sification system, such as Naive Bayes [28], decision
tree [46], k-nearest neighbor [10] and support vector
machine (SVM) [1]. Although these supervised meth-
ods reported good results in spam identification, they
still suffer from several issues in a practical scenario.

• Demand for diverse labeled data. Typically, super-
vised email classification systems require a large
number of labeled data (or instances) for classifi-
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er training. In other words, numerous training ex-
amples with ground-truth labels should be given in
advance. However, only a very small proportion of
labeled data is available while most data remains
unlabeled in a practical environment.

• Heavy burden of expert labeling. Human efforts
are extensively demanded for labeling data items
to train a supervised learning algorithm. However,
due to the high cost of expert labeling, it is very
difficult to obtain enough labeled data for classifier
training, which significantly hinders the develop-
ment of supervised email classification systems.

• Hard to handle unseen data. In addition, it is very
hard to establish an accurate profile for supervised
email classification systems, as the number of la-
beled data is often limited and insignificant. Nowa-
days, spammers often manipulate an email to by-
pass a known email system, i.e., the content and
structure of spam emails may be quite differen-
t from the emails that are used to train a classifi-
er. Therefore, a traditional supervised email clas-
sification system cannot detect ‘zero-day’ emails
without appropriate training.

Contributions. Motivated by the challenges above,
in this work, we focus on email classification and pro-
pose an effective approach by combining both multi-
view data and disagreement-based semi-supervised
learning. First, we aim to investigate the impact of
multi-view data on email classification, which is often
ignored by literature. Then, we apply disagreement-
based semi-supervised learning for enhancing the per-
formance of spam detection, through leveraging both la-
beled and unlabeled data. Our contributions of the work
can be summarized as follows:

• In this work, we develop an email classification
model based on both multi-view data and semi-
supervised learning, which adopts two feature sets:
internal feature set (IFS) and external feature set
(EFS). The former contains features that are relat-
ed to email text (or body), while the latter mainly
contains features that are related to routing and for-
warding.

• In addition, we revise and deploy a disagreement-
based semi-supervised learning algorithm to auto-
matically leverage both labeled and unlabeled da-
ta during email classification. This algorithm can
make a label decision by means of either “Average
of Probabilities” or “Majority Voting”. These two
methods are also compared in the evaluation.

• To investigate the performance, we first evaluat-
ed our proposed classification approach with t-
wo datasets: a public dataset and a real (private)
dataset, respectively. Then we collaborated with
an IT organization and evaluated our approach in
a real network environment. Experimental results
indicate that our approach can achieve better clas-
sification performance as compared to several sim-
ilar algorithms.

The remaining parts are organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we review related research regarding the appli-
cation of machine learning in email classification. Sec-
tion 3 describes our proposed email classification ap-
proach, including how to construct multi-view dataset
and how the disagreement-based semi-supervised learn-
ing algorithm works. Section 4 presents the experimen-
tal settings and analyzes the evaluation results. Finally,
we conclude our work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Email classification is considered to be one promising
and commonly adopted method to detect spam emails
(e.g., in mobile social networks [43]). Many machine
learning algorithms have been studied to distinguish the
suspicious emails from the legitimate ones, e.g., super-
vised learning algorithms and semi-supervised learning
algorithms.

Supervised learning algorithms. In the literature, nu-
merous supervised machine learning algorithms have
been studied, such as Naive Bayes, decision tree,
k-nearest neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), ensemble learning, etc.

For example, Marsono et al. [28] proposed a hard-
ware architecture for a Naive Bayes classifier in the
context of email classification for spam control. They
particularly presented a word-serial Naive Bayes clas-
sifier architecture that utilizes the Logarithmic Number
System (LNS) to reduce the computational complexity
and for non-iterative binary LNS recoding using a look-
up table approach. The experiment showed that their
approach could handle large number of emails in sec-
ond. Meizhen et al. [55] proposed a spam-behavioral
recognition model and developed a Fuzzy Decision Tree
based spam filter system, which computed Information
Gain to analyze and select behavior features of email-
s. Then, Shi et al. [46] proposed a novel classification
method based on decision tree and introduced an en-
semble learning to identify spam emails. The evaluation
results on a public dataset indicated that the proposed
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method generally outperformed benchmark techniques
such as C4.5, Naive Bayes, SVM and KNN.

Regarding KNN and SVM, Firte et al. [10] presented
an approach for spam detection filters. They particular-
ly developed an offline application that employed the k-
Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm and a pre-classified
email dataset for the learning process. During the eval-
uation, this system could perform a constant update to
the dataset and the list of most frequently words that
appear in the messages. Drucker et al. [8] studied the
use of support vector machines in classifying emails
as spam or legitimate by comparing it to three classi-
fication algorithms: Ripper, Rocchio, and boosting de-
cision trees. These four algorithms were tested on t-
wo different datasets, where SVM could perform the
best when handling binary features. Later, Sculley and
Wachman [45] firstly showed that online SVMs indeed
gave state-of-the-art classification performance on on-
line spam filtration on large benchmark datasets. They
showed that nearly equivalent performance would be
achieved by a Relaxed Online SVM (ROSVM) at great-
ly reduced computational cost. Their results are experi-
mentally verified on email spam, blog spam, and splog
detection tasks.

Later, Zhan et al. [62] proposed a stochastic learning
method to model abnormal emails using weak estima-
tors in a dynamic environment. A multivariate Bernoulli
Naive Bayes (NB) classifier was employed in the train-
ing phase. The experimental results demonstrate the
feasibility and effectiveness of detecting anomalous e-
mails. El-Alfy and Abdel-Aal [9] investigated the ap-
plication of Group Method of Data Handling based in-
ductive learning approach in detecting spam messages
by automatically identifying content features, which
can effectively distinguish spam from legitimate emails.
Compared with several algorithms like neural networks
and Naive Bayes, their approach can provide better s-
pam detection accuracy with false-positive rates as low
as 4.3% and also require shorter training time. Ouyang
et al. [41] conducted a large scale empirical study re-
garding the effectiveness of using packet and flow fea-
tures to detect email spam at an organization, based on
decision tree and Rulefit. Several other related works
can be found in [11, 25, 19, 52, 58, 59, 67, 70, 66].

Semi-Supervised learning algorithms. As supervised
learning requires a large number of labeled data, semi-
supervised learning has been developed to leverage un-
labeled data as well as labeled data for classification.

For instance, Cheng and Li [4] proposed a combined
SVM and semi-supervised classifier for increasing the
classification accuracy. The SVM is trained with la-

beled public domain emails aiming to classify a user’s
emails, while the semi-supervised classifier takes these
emails as the training set and propagates the label in-
formation to other unlabeled emails by exploiting their
distribution in feature space. Then, they [6] further pro-
posed a semi-supervised classifier ensemble aiming to
label a users’ emails and facilitate the tuning process in
an efficient way. This semi-supervised ensemble was
validated to help SVM classify users’ emails with high
accuracy. Gao et al. [12] proposed a semi-supervised
approach, called regularized discriminant EM algorithm
(RDEM), to detect image spam emails. Compared with
fully supervised learning algorithms, they found the cost
was too high for fully supervised learning to frequently
collect sufficient labeled data for training. By contrast,
their approach could leverage small amount of labeled
data and large amount of unlabeled data for identifying
spams and training a classification model simultaneous-
ly. Later, Whissell and Clarke [60] considered a spe-
cific scenario for semi-supervised spam filtration: that
is, when a large amount of training data is available,
but only a few true labels can be obtained for that da-
ta. They thus presented two spam filtering approaches
for such scenario, both starting with a cluster of train-
ing emails. In the evaluation, their approach could
perform better than those previously published state-
of-the-art semi-supervised approach on small-sample s-
pam filtration. Several other related studies about semi-
supervised learning in email classification can be re-
ferred to [39, 31, 61, 64], and some surveys regarding
the spam filtering can be referred to [3, 50, 54].

Semi-supervised learning has proven its capability of
detecting spam emails. In the literature, however, we
find that very limited research efforts give attention to
the use of multi-view data in the field of email classifi-
cation. In our previous work [18], we aimed to make up
this gap and propose an effective classification model
by combining both multi-view data and disagreement-
based semi-supervised learning. In this work, we ex-
tend our previous work and investigate its impact on an
IoT environment. In particular, we collaborated with a
practical IT organization and tested the approach in a
real network environment. We further discuss the open
challenges and some limitations in this area.

3. Our Proposed Approach

In this section, we detail the proposed email classi-
fication model, including how to construct multi-view
data and how the disagreement-based semi-supervised
learning algorithm works.
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Figure 1: The architecture of our proposed email classification model based on multi-view data and disagreement-based semi-supervised learning.

Table 1: The construction of two feature sets in our email classification model.
Numbers Internal Feature Set (IFS) External Feature Set (EFS)

1 subject length the number of receipts
2 message size the number of replies
3 the number of attachments the level of importance
4 type of attachments the frequency of sending emails
5 size of attachments the frequency of receiving emails
6 the number of words in the subject the name length of senders
7 the number of words in the message
8 the number of embedded images

3.1. Email Classification Model

The major purposes of our classification model are
twofold: 1) extracting appropriate features from each
email that can be handled by classifiers, and construct-
ing two-attribute datasets according to the concept of
multi-view; 2) applying a disagreement-based semi-
supervised learning algorithm to mark and leverage un-
labeled data in an automatic way. The high-level ar-
chitecture of our proposed email classification model is
depicted in Figure 1.

There are three major phases: feature preparation,
training and classification. In the first phase, initializa-
tion is responsible for preprocessing all incoming email
messages into our defined common format in order to
make incoming emails feasible to be handled by a ma-
chine learning classifier (i.e., an email will be represent-
ed by a set of features). Then the process of feature
extraction collects these common features and converts
them into two attribute sets: an internal feature set (IFS)

and an external feature set (EFS). The IFS contains at-
tributes that are related to email content (or body), while
the EFS consists of the ones that are related to routing
and forwarding.

In the training phase, the implemented disagreement-
based semi-supervised learning algorithm can establish
classification models by using labeled multi-view in-
stances, and automatically label and leverage unlabeled
data. In the last phase, a decision can be made by classi-
fying email messages to either spam or legitimate email-
s. It is worth noting that all unlabeled data (as shown in
Figure 1) will be standardized into the common format
by passing through the first phase of feature prepara-
tion in order to facilitate the compatibility of different
machine learning classifiers.

3.2. Multi-View Data Construction

Several research studies like [48, 56, 68] in the area
of machine learning have shown that multi-view data
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can be used to improve the performance of a classifi-
er. In particular, Mao et al. [26] applied multi-view to
intrusion detection and showed that the use of multi-
view data can provide a lower error rate than the use of
a single-view data.

In the literature, however, we notice that very few re-
search studies give attention to the use of multi-view
data in the field of email classification. To investigate
this issue, one of our goals is to explore the impact of
multi-view data on email classification. In this part, we
introduce how to construct two multi-view feature set-
s (namely IFS and EFS) for common emails including
those from existing IoT systems. The detailed features
are summarized in Table 1.

• Internal Feature Set (IFS). These features are rel-
evant to email content or body such as subjec-
t length, message size, the number of attachments,
type of attachments, size of attachments, the num-
ber of words in the subject, the number of words in
the message and the number of embedded images.

• External Feature Set (EFS). Different from IF-
S, EFS is relevant to email routing and forward-
ing such as the number of receipts, the number of
replies, the level of importance, the frequency of
sending emails, the frequency of receiving emails
and the name length of senders.

Feature selection and extraction. Some features like
subject length, message size, size of attachments and the
number of words in the message have ever been studied
in several research studies like [16, 27] and in public
spam datasets like [7]. These studies have proven the
feasibility of using these features to describe an email.
Based on the above features, in this work, we adopted
the above 14 features with two attribute sets to char-
acterize an email. This particular method of data con-
struction makes our work different from most existing
work. In real deployment, we identify that the features
above can be easily captured and computed by means of
current email technique (i.e., route tracking and content
recording).

Multi-view. In the literature, we identify that most
research explored the issue of email classification us-
ing only one attribute data and few studies discuss the
multi-view method. Some related work can be referred
to [5, 17, 23, 51]. This is because single-view is much s-
traightforward than multi-view data. Motivated by some
interesting results like [26], in this work, we attempt to
construct a two-view data by using the above proposed
features and investigate the influence on email classifi-
cation.

To better describe our task, let A and B denote two
views and (<a,b>, c) denote a labeled example, where
a ∈ A and b ∈ B are two portions of the example,
and c is the label where let 0 denote negative classes
and 1 denote positive classes. We assume that there
are two functions fA and fB over A and B, such that
fA(a) = fB(b) = c. This means that each example is
associated with two attributes where each contains e-
nough information for determining the label of the ex-
ample [68]. Thus, if given k examples, we can have a
labeled dataset: (< ak, bk >, ck) (k=1,2,..., ck is known).
Let U = (< ai, bi >, ci) (i = 1, 2..., ci is unknown)
denote a large number of unlabeled data, our task is to
train a classifier to classify new examples.

3.3. Disagreement-based Semi-Supervised Learning
Disagreement-based semi-supervised learning can

provide a mechanism to allow classifiers to be trained by
different views. The learning process can be treated as a
kind of ensemble learning. In addition, semi-supervised
learning can refer to either transductive learning or in-
ductive learning. The former attempts to infer the cor-
rect labels for the given unlabeled data whereas the lat-
ter aims to infer the correct mapping. In practice, a
semi-supervised learning algorithm often uses transduc-
tion or induction interchangeably.

The goal of disagreement-based semi-supervised
learning is to generate multiple learners, enable them
collaborating to exploit unlabeled examples, and main-
tain a large disagreement between the base learners. Re-
garding the concept of multi-views, we can generate
multiple learners using these multi-views and then u-
tilize the multiple learners to start disagreement-based
semi-supervised learning. To our knowledge, the co-
training algorithm proposed by Blum and Mitchell [2]
is the first work by implementing this concept. They
assumed that the data has two sufficient and redundant
views (i.e., attribute sets), where each view is sufficient
for training a strong learner and the views are condition-
ally independent to each other given the class label.

To better explain the disagreement-based semi-
supervised learning, let L and U denote a labeled dataset
and an unlabeled dataset respectively, assuming that
L = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)} and U = {(< x

′

1, y
′

1 >
, c
′

1), (< x
′

2, y
′

2 >, c
′

2), ..., (< x
′

n, y
′

n >, c
′

m)}. By pre-
senting L and U to a learning algorithm in construct-
ing a function X → Y , we can predict the labels of
unseen data by using this function (where X and Y
presents the input space and output space respective-
ly, xi, x

′

j ∈ X, i = 1, 2, ..., |n|, j = 1, 2, ..., |m|). By con-
sidering multi-views, L and U can be represented as
L = {(< x1, y1 >, c1), (< x2, y2 >, c2), ..., (< xn, yn >, cn)}
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and U = {(< x
′

1, y
′

1 >, c
′

1), (< x
′

2, y
′

2 >, c
′

2), ..., (< x
′

n, y
′

n >
, c
′

m)} respectively.
As mentioned earlier, it is noticed that several multi-

view learning algorithms require independent and re-
dundant views. Unfortunately, such a requirement can
hardly be met in most scenarios [69]. In this work,
we employ a method of disagreement-based co-training
(ensemble) [49], which does not require independent
and redundant attributes, but use multiple base classi-
fiers with different learning algorithms on different sub-
samples of original labeled data.

Specifically, each classifier h is first trained on the o-
riginal labeled data. Ensembles H are then established
by means of all classifiers except one (eh) to search for
a subset of high confidence unlabeled data. These en-
sembles estimate the error rate for each classifier from
the agreement among the classifiers. Later, a subset of
U is selected by eh for h. Data that can improve the er-
ror over a pre-defined threshold are added to the labeled
training dataset. In this case, each classifier has its own
training dataset. Note that data that is labeled for the
classifier is not deleted from the unlabeled dataset. The
above training process will be repeated until there are no
more data can be labeled to improve the performance of
any classifier. An outline of this co-training is shown as
below:

• Initialization: given L, U, H;

• For each iteration i:

– Finding error rate for component classifier
based on disagreement among classifiers;

– Assigning labels to unlabeled instances based
on agreement among ensembles;

– Sampling high-confidence examples for
component classifier;

– Building component classifier based on
newly-labeled and original labeled instances;

– Iteration end.

– Controlling the error rate for each component
classifier and update the ensemble.

• Generating final hypothesis.

The specific co-training algorithm can be referred
to [49], but differently, we employ OLTV method [68]
to generate L and U for the co-training which can help
generate a more reliable dataset. The OLTV method as-
sumes that if two sufficient views are conditionally in-
dependent given the class label, the most strongly cor-
related pair of projections should be in accordance with

Table 2: The OLTV algorithm.
Process:
1. LP ← seed, LN ← ∅

2. Identify all pairs of correlated projections,
obtaining αi, βi and λi.
3. For j = 0, 1, 2, ..., l − 1 do Pro ject < xi, yi >
into the m pairs of correlated projections.
4. For j = 1, 2, ..., l − 1 do compute ρi

5. P← argmaxγ+(ρi), N ← argminγ−(ρi)
6. For all < x j, y j > ∈ P do LP ← LP ∪ (< x j, y j >, 1)
7. For all < x j, y j > ∈ N do LN ← LN ∪ (< x j, y j >, 0)
8. L← LP ∪ LN , U ← U − (P ∪ N)

Output: L, U.

the ground truth. The specific algorithm of OLTV is
described in Table 2. To label an unlabeled data, we
employ two voting approaches: “Average of Probabili-
ties” [49] and “Majority Voting” [15].

For the method of ‘Average of Probabilities”, we sup-
pose Y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) to be the class labels and there
are totally N classifiers. This voting method for predict-
ing the new example x can be computed as:

arg max(
1
N

N∑
i=1

pi(ym|x)) (1)

For the method of “Majority Voting”, the maximum
number of classifiers is considered as a major rule,
which means that the majority of the classifiers should
be agreed to assign a label to one unlabeled data.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed email classi-
fication model using two datasets (a public dataset and a
real dataset) and in a real network environment. The use
of two datasets attempts to investigate the performance
of disagreement-based learning algorithm and the im-
pact of multi-view data. The evaluation in a real net-
work environment aims to explore the real performance
of our approach. Below are the metrics adopted in the
evaluation.

• Area under an ROC curve (AUC). This is an impor-
tant metric used for comparing various classifiers.
It represents the expected performance as a single
scalar in which the larger the AUC, the better the
experiment is as predicted the existence of the clas-
sification [44].
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• False positive rate (FPR). This metric indicates the
rate of classifying a legitimate email as a spam.

• False negative rate (FNR). This metric indicates
the rate of classifying a spam email as a legitimate
one.

• Classification accuracy. This metric indicates the
rate of correctly classifying both spam and legiti-
mate emails.

4.1. Experiment1
In this experiment, we aim to explore the perfor-

mance of disagreement-based semi-supervised learning
algorithm as compared to several traditional supervised
learning classifiers such as Naive Bayes, IBK (with
k = 3), J48 and SMO. With the purpose of avoiding any
implementation bias, all classifiers are extracted from
the WEKA platform [53].

To explore the performance, we adopted a pub-
licly available spam email dataset, called SPAM E-mail
Dataset [7], which contains 58 attributes and a total
of 4601 emails (1813 spam emails and 2788 legiti-
mate emails). To evaluate the disagreement-based semi-
supervised learning algorithm, we divided this dataset
into two parts: labeled data and unlabeled data, where
the unlabeled data consists of 600 instances that are ran-
domly selected from the original dataset. Then we com-
pared three classifiers: Naive Bayes, IBK and J48 in
the disagreement-based learning and set the value of
pre-defined threshold to 0.75 for all classifiers. The
disagreement-based semi-supervised learning algorithm
was tested by 60 iterations based on “Majority Voting”.
The experimental results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Classification comparison in Experiment1.
Algorithm FPR FNR Classification Accuracy

Naive Bayes 0.169 0.248 0.765
SMO 0.142 0.223 0.783
IBK 0.134 0.215 0.792
J48 0.113 0.187 0.823

Our algorithm 0.092 0.101 0.884

It is found that the disagreement-based semi-
supervised learning algorithm could outperform other
supervised learning algorithms in the aspects of false
positives, false negatives and classification accuracy.
For example, J48 achieved the best classification accu-
racy of 0.823 among the supervised learning classifier-
s while the disagreement-based semi-supervised learn-
ing could increase the classification accuracy to 0.884.
Our approach can also achieve lower false rates (for

Table 4: Comparison of classification accuracy using “Average of
Probabilities” and “Majority Voting”.

Voting Methods 60 Iterations 100 Iterations
Average of Probabilities 0.852 0.904

Majority Voting 0.857 0.913

both FPR and FNR) than the others, i.e., our approach
achieved 0.092 and 0.101 for FPR and FNR. These re-
sults indicate that semi-supervised learning can overall
enhance the classification capability of spam detection
by leveraging both labeled and unlabeled data.

4.2. Experiment2
As there is no publicly adopted dataset for multi-view

data in security, in this experiment, we evaluated the
performance of our email classification model by con-
structing a private dataset based on our defined features
(see Table 1). The dataset is mainly comprised of 7133
emails recorded from two recognized institutes, which
was similarly divided into two parts: labeled dataset and
unlabeled dataset via a random selection process. The
unlabeled dataset contains 2300 instances selected from
the private dataset, while the remaining data was man-
ually labeled by three security officers from the insti-
tutes. We also used the same classifiers: Naive Bayes,
IBK and J48 in the disagreement-based SSL and set the
value of pre-defined threshold to 0.75 for all classifiers.

“Average of Probabilities” versus “Majority Voting”.
To explore the performance between these two voting
methods, we compared the classification accuracy after
60 and 100 iterations, respectively. Table 4 shows that
these two voting methods can achieve very similar clas-
sification accuracy, but the method of “Majority Voting”
could still reach a better accuracy rate for our classifica-
tion model.

Multi-view versus single-view. To investigate the im-
pact of multi-view data on email classification, we com-
pared our approach with the single-view EM semi-
supervised learning [40]. As shown in Table 1, it is
worth noting that all features have to be used to train the
EM semi-supervised learning algorithm as a single view
dataset. Our approach adopted “Majority Voting” in this
experiment, and detailed results are shown in Figure 2.

It is found that our approach with multi-view data
could outperform the use of single-view data by grad-
ually increasing the classification accuracy. Also, it is
observed that our approach could improve the classifi-
cation accuracy significantly after a few training iter-
ations. For instance, after 60 iterations, our approach
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Table 5: Comparison of classification results in Experiment2.
Algorithm Classification Accuracy AUC

Naive Bayes 0.702 0.761
SMO 0.748 0.779
IBK 0.773 0.796
J48 0.785 0.823

Our algorithm (60 iterations) 0.857 0.913
Standard Co-Training (60 iterations) [2] 0.822 0.897

Co-EM (60 iterations) [40] 0.831 0.902
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Figure 2: The comparison results of classification accuracy regarding
multi-view and single view.

could increase the classification accuracy by nearly 3%
as compared to the EM semi-supervised learning with
single-view data.

Table 5 further shows a comparison of classification
accuracy and AUC between our approach and sever-
al supervised learning algorithms. Note that all fea-
tures would be used to train these supervised learn-
ing algorithms as a single-view dataset. It is found
that our classification model could reach a better result
than other classifiers, through combining multi-view da-
ta and semi-supervised SSL. In addition, these super-
vised learning algorithms only achieved a rate less than
0.8 for both classification accuracy and AUC, reflecting
the difficulty of identifying spam emails in real scenar-
ios.

Multi-view algorithm comparison. To further investi-
gate the performance among multi-view disagreement-
based SSL algorithms, we conducted a comparison
by involving two more algorithms: Standard Co-
Training [2] and Co-EM [40]. Table 5 shows that our al-
gorithm could still outperform the other two algorithms
in the aspects of classification accuracy and AUC, i.e.,
our algorithm achieved an accuracy of 0.857, which is

higher than the other two with 0.822 and 0.831.
Overall, these experimental results demonstrate that

multi-view data can help achieve better classification
accuracy and AUC as compared to the use of single-
view data, and that our proposed email classification ap-
proach is effective in email classification.

4.3. Experiment3

In this experiment, we collaborated with an IT orga-
nization to explore our approach in a collaborative net-
work environment, which includes 42 IoT nodes with
laptop, PC, and different sensors. Figure 3 shows the
high-level network architecture, in which several nodes
can communicate with others as a subgroup. A firewall
is deployed between the internal nodes and the Internet.
We randomly selected five places to deploy our email
classification approach and monitor the performance,
including four IoT nodes plus the firewall. The exper-
iment was run for a week under the support from the
security managers from the participating organization.

Table 6 shows the average classification accuracy and
AUC. The major observations are discussed as follows:

• As compared with the traditional supervised learn-
ing, our approach could reach a much better result
in the aspects of classification accuracy and AUC.
For example, all supervised classifiers could only
reach classification accuracy below 0.84, but our
approach could achieve a rate above 0.93.

• For the other two multi-view disagreement-based
SSL algorithms algorithms, they could perform
better than all the supervised classifiers, but our
approach could still reach higher accuracy and
AUC, i.e., our approach could provide 0.932 and
0.953 regarding classification accuracy and AUC;
while standard co-training and Co-EM could only
achieve 0.882 & 0.887, and 0.897 & 0.912, respec-
tively.
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Table 6: Results of average classification accuracy and AUC in Experiment3.
Algorithm Classification Accuracy AUC

Naive Bayes 0.723 0.742
SMO 0.768 0.789
IBK 0.812 0.823
J48 0.834 0.855

Our algorithm 0.932 0.953
Standard Co-Training [2] 0.882 0.887

Co-EM [40] 0.897 0.912

4.4. Further Discussion

In the evaluation, we present encouraging results
achieved by our proposed email classification model.
There are several open challenges may affect the per-
formance of email classification.

Multi-view data construction. Based on the structure of
an incoming email, some more features can be consid-
ered for IFD and EFD, such as sequence of words and
sequence of incoming emails (Temporal Features [14]).
It is an interesting topic to explore the stability of clas-
sification accuracy under different construction ways of
two-feature datasets.

Unlabeled data selection. In the evaluation, we con-
structed a dataset with unlabeled instances by means
of a random selection, which means that it is possible
to produce certain “weak” unlabeled dataset or “weak”
labeled dataset. This situation may also affect the clas-
sification accuracy. We plan to investigate this issue in
our future work.

Other learning algorithms. With the recent develop-
ment of machine learning, more learning algorithms
can be considered in our future work, e.g., deep learn-
ing [22]. It is also an interesting direction to study some
well-built classifier in malware detection [20] and bio-
metric authentication [21, 30, 33, 35, 36].

5. Conclusion

Suspicious emails are a big threat for IoT security. To
mitigate this issue, email classification is one basic and
important solution. In the literature, many supervised
learning classifiers have been studies; however, several
challenges remain unsolved in practice such as require-
ment of large labeled data, heavy burden of expert la-
beling and hard to handle unseen data.

In this work, we develop an effective email classifica-
tion model for IoT systems, by combining both multi-
view data and disagreement-based semi-supervised
learning. For the multi-view data, we construct a two-
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view dataset: internal feature set (IFS) and external fea-
ture set (EFS). The former contains features that are
related to email text (or body) while the latter main-
ly contains features that are related to routing and for-
warding. The objective of disagreement-based semi-
supervised learning is to leverage both labeled and un-
labeled data. In the evaluation, we conducted three ma-
jor experiments to investigate the performance of our
approach, with two datasets and in a real network en-
vironment. The experimental results demonstrate that
our multi-view construction can improve the accuracy
of classifying emails as compared to the use of single-
view data, and that our algorithm is effective in prac-
tice as compared to several existing multi-view semi-
supervised learning algorithms.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is an ear-
ly effort in discussing the use of multi-view data in
email classification. There are many possible topic-
s for our future work, which could include exploring
the performance of using other semi-supervised learn-
ing algorithms in our proposed model and providing a
comparison study. Future work could also include in-
vestigating how to systematically construct an appro-
priate multi-view dataset for the emails from differen-
t IoT systems and explore whether there is an optimal
construction. It is also an interesting topic to explore
the effectiveness of other filtration mechanisms in this
area [13, 29, 32, 34, 38].
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